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Introduction
Across the Firth of Clyde there are currently proposals for the expansion of 2 fish farms, Ardyne and Carradale, the former owned
by the Scottish Salmon Company and the latter by MOWI (formerly Marine Harvest) as well as proposals for 6 new fish farms.
DawnFresh Foods is proposing trout fish farms at Ardentinny,
Great Cumbrae, Wee Cumbrae and Hawks Neb on Bute; Scottish
Salmon Company is proposing a mega 20 cage farm off the northeast coast of Arran; MOWI is proposing a salmon farm south of
Carradale.
Buteiful Coasts is a group that has come together to specifically
oppose the farm proposed at Hawks Neb on Bute as well as generally support groups opposing the fish farms proposed across the
Clyde and throughout Scotland. This questionnaire is meant to
gather the views of Bute’s residents and visitors as to the impacts
the proposed fish farms would have
1. on their ability to use and enjoy the water/land/visual amenity at/near the proposed sites
2 . on marine life and the environment
3. on jobs and tourism to the island.
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Buteiful Coasts plans to use the information gathered from this
survey to support a letter writing campaign to MSPs. Buteiful
Coasts will publish a summary of the results on its website.

8. Do you agree with the use of ADDs at the site?

Survey Questions
1. Would the siting of a fish farm at Hawks Neb impact your use
and/or enjoyment of the waters at or adjacent to the site?
2. Would the siting of a fish farm at Hawks Neb impact your use
and/or enjoyment of the land/walking path immediately adjacent to
or nearby the site?
3. Would the siting of a fish farm off Wee Cumbrae impact your use
of and/or enjoyment of the waters at or adjacent to the site?

9. Do you think it is acceptable to shoot a seal that is causing a predation problem at a fish farm?
10. Do you think that a fish farm at Hawks Neb will have an effect
on tourism on Bute?
11. Do you think that a fish farm off the northeast coast of Arran
will have an effect on tourism on Bute?
12. In general, do you think that fish farms have an impact on tourism in the area they are sited?
13. Do you think there should be any fish farms around Bute?

4. Would the siting of a fish farm at Wee Cumbrae impact your use
and/or enjoyment of walking paths or driving/cycling routes on
Bute with views towards Wee Cumbrae?

14. Do you think there should be fish farms in the Clyde Marine
Region?

5. Would the siting of a fish farm off the northeast coast of Arran impact your use and/or enjoyment of walking paths, driving/
cycling routes or beaches on Bute with views towards that part of
Arran?

15. DFF say that the South Bute fish farm will create 6 full time
jobs. If we consider that the employment of the two lobstermen
who currently work on/near the proposed site will be lost/impacted
as well as any impacts from the farm on the environment and tourism, do you think that employment should be a reason to put the
fish farm at Hawks Neb?

6. Are you concerned about the environmental impact of a fish
farm at Hawks Neb?
7. Do you believe that a fish farm at Hawks Neb will have an impact
on the marine life at or near the site?
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Notes
The survey was open from mid-July to mid-September, 2019, and
was promoted to various social media platforms and through
traditional media. Several days were arranged in various places
around Bute for those who did not feel comfortable or able to enter their responses to dictacte their answers to the survey.
The survey has 65 responders. Of those, 46 said they were residents of the island, 15 said they were visitors, and 4 put down
other self classifications.
In the written responses to survey questions, responses pointing
to previous answers in past questions have not been included in
this document, as it’s not possible to easily indicate which previous response they’re referencing. For example, “see previous
answer” or “what I wrote in question 12”.
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Use and enjoyment of water/land/
visual amenity at/near the proposed
sites
DawnFresh Foods proposes a 10 cage fish farm with a permanently moored feeding barge near the shore on the southeast coast of
Bute, at the point referred to as Hawks Neb on charts and maps.
The mooring grid for the cages, visible on the surface, would
cover an area of 150m x 375m with the below surface mooring/
anchoring fixings covering 550m x 880m.
Hawks Neb is a designated area of Panoramic Quality as well as
Isolated Coast. As regards planning it is designated an area Sensitive to Development. The proposed fish farm would be very close
to the shoreline and would be overlooked by walkers on the very
popular West Island Way.
DawnFresh Foods also is proposing two fish farms near to the
Cumbraes, each 10 cages with a permanently moored feed barge
as well. The proposed site off the northwest coast of Wee Cumbrae would be seen by walkers on the West Island Way, creating
what SNH and planning authorities refer to as a “cumulative impact” when seen in conjunction with the Hawks Neb site. There
are various other sites on Bute from which the Wee Cumbrae site
will be seen on its own or together with the Hawks Neb site, for
example when driving south towards Kingarth.
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Question 1
Would the siting of a fish farm at Hawks Neb impact your use
and/or enjoyment of the waters at or adjacent to the site?
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If ‘Yes’, please explain the impact
Myself and my children often go in to the water at Kilchattan bay
and I am worried about the pollution from the fish farms. Also we
enjoy walking to the lighthouse enjoying the scenery and wildlife
to be seen in and out the water.
Often go there looking for porpoise, whales and other sea life.
Believe this would have adverse effect on the seas there
The View.. the landscape would it in all photos.
The proposed area is right beside one of the highlights of the
West Island Way; it's also very close to the picturesque village of
Kilchattan Bay. Marine wildlife, particularly the seal colonies, is a
big part of tourism on Bute and fish farming and their deterrents
will have a huge negative impact on our seal population and thus
tourism.
We visit Kilchattan Bay often 6 or 7 months during the winter
to fish commercially around the waters nr Cumbrae around to
Dubagoil. This fish farm will heavily impact on all fishing practices.
The reason I live here is for the beautiful walks and views. This
offensive eyesore would not be welcome.
Since the opening of the West Island Way I have walked this section many times as it is a very peaceful area. It is easy to access
from Glasgow by public transport yet is relatively unspoilt. I have

seen much wildlife including otters and harbour porpoises and
enjoy the uninterrupted views out towards the other islands such
as Wee Cumbrae and Arran and the mainland. I am sure that the
siting of a fish farm here would bring with it the attendant clutter
and bustle of equipment, servicing, harvesting and pollution from
feed and faeces, and would totally destroy this wonderful natural
amenity on the doorstep for the population in this part of Scotland, and for the many overseas visitors who I also meet on this
path who have come there for the same reasons. I would be very
disinclined to make use of this walk if this did go ahead.
It would bring traffic, industry, people, regular interruptions to
the peace and beauty of the area and undoubtedly pollute/damage
the water quality that I have enjoyed for over 50 years.
I enjoy the tranquility and enjoy the scenery just now. That would
be ruined by a fish farm
In Kilchattan Bay I have a large holiday rental that sleeps 30x My
guests swim in the water in front of the house and the positioning
of the Hawks Neb fishery so close to the house would have a detrimental effect on my holiday makers. The water would be polluted with fish poo and any other debris from the fish farm. Many
of my visitors bring kayaks and this would spoil their enjoyment
of the waters.
It would also spoil the view when they walk the West Island Way
which starts close to the house.
It would definitely have a detrimental effect on my business and
other tourism in the area.
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It would be detrimental to the visual amenity of the area. It would
badly affect the quality of water and natural sea life.
I enjoy open water swimming which would be curtailed if this
proposed activity was approved.
Detrimental to everyday views and life.
I waterboard/swim here
I sail the area on a weekly basis and see the plan as a hazard to
navigation between Bute and the the Wee Cumbrae and reduces
sea room especially when VLCCs transit to and from Finnart on
Loch Long. Also regular vessel movements to/fromGreenock,
Faslane and Glasgow. I also use the footpath and this proposal
will damage the scenic area plus noise from the regular feeding
pellet operation carries some distance as experienced in Loch
Striven.
We often walk along there to enjoy the beach near hawks neb, a
fish farm would totally disrupt it and ruin the atmosphere.
Although I don't sail or swim in the area, the visual impact and
the knowledge of the likely pollution would disturb me when
passing on the ferry and when walking in sight of it.
I spent several months recovering from chemo in Kilchattan Bay
the peace and quiet and feel of the place would be ruined by the
during of the fish farm let alone the environmental impact on the
9 area.

It will block our kayaking route to Glen Calum Bay. We look out
for mammals / sea and bird life. which will no longer be there.
This will ruin the seaway for us.
Effluent from the farm would be carried by the tide into Kilchattan Bay, a popular amenity for tourists and locals.
Food and chemical treatment direct to the seafloor, leads to sea
and beach contamination, unlike the Norwegian method which is
contained.
Escapes from fish farms and the leaching of fish feed and other
materials are causing huge problems, upsetting the marine environment and ecological balance. It would also cause visual pollution, as it would spoil the view of the coastline from the sea.
Detrimental to my enjoyment of the wild coastline
It is an area enjoyed for its scenery and would have an impact on
the landscape and waters
The scale of the fish farm ma would greatly detract from the
environmental beauty of the area. In terms of what our users this
would force them out towards the shipping channel which is neither desirable nor enjoyable. As an observer of wildlife, the disruption to the environment in likely to mean that the wildlife in
the area of Kilchattan Bay and Hawk’s Neb will also be disrupted.
We often walk the route with our dogs and take visitors as it is an
area of natural beauty. We often spot seals and porpoise as well as
an array of birds.

-

visual impact
It would ruin the natural beauty and it would no longer feel like
the area is untouched. I go there to experience the untouched natIt would completely ruin the tranquil beauty of this unique and
ural beauty of the place and fish farming would ruin this for me.
special site. It would also destroy the important and fragile marine ecosystem in this area - keeping away porpoises, otters, seals, Pollutants, both chemical and biological, will feed back into the
birds and other wildlife from remaining in the area. Additionally
water in Kilchattan Bay. Residents and visitors alike would be
it would ruin the main beach in Kilchattan Bay, as the tides carry deterred from using this popular beach. We understand that the
material from Hawks Neb to the corner of the beach just along
bay would also be used for mooring boats connected to the fish
from the Kilchattan Bay sign. I would also refrain from swimming farm, and that the well boats would further pollute the water.
in the area around Hawks Neb and the bay with the Lighthouse
Who would ever want to swim, or let their children play, in such
as all the waste from the fish farm would completely contaminate polluted water?
the water. In addition, the fish farm would destroy the village of
Kilchattan Bay where I live, through heavy traffic and industry
Area enjoyed by generations , no reason needed!
passing through the village to support the fish farm, while destroying this beautiful village in the long term. The use of Kilchat- It will remove the ‘wildness’ from this stretch of water and make
tan Bay pier for the fish farm would seal the fate of the village,
it more difficult to use for sporting and recreational purposes.
turning it into a horrible place which tourists - who are crucial to
keeping the village alive would avoid as no one wants to holiday
views
at a contaminated, traffic heavy, eyesore of a place.
from my house I will see it
I have a house in Kilchattan Bay. I regularly fish either from the
shoreline or from my small red fishing boat (it can be seen all
Have dolphins in very close to shore at that spot.
summer at the pier in Kilchattan Bay). I also regularly swim in
the sea (open water swimming). Most recent achievement being a Visual and route obstruction by kayak
swim across the bay and back (3.6km).
I have in the past gone kayaking in this area, and also on speedPolluting the water. An Eye-Sore! Detracting from the natural
boats - i enjoy the scenery and wildlife...i think both of these will
beauty n tranquillity of the area. Threat to existing wildlife and to be compromised by a fishfarm development
the lives of local residents and tourists who choose to stay here
because of its natural beauty and unspoilt environment.
spoil my view at a beautiful spot
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Visual impact. Pollution

be three fish farms in the area.

The beauty, the views and the real sea smell with the presence of
We enjoy sailing, swimming, kayaking and especially spotting the the fish farms would be completely affected.
marine life there eg porpoises and seals - this Summer has been
particularly busy with pods of porpoises being seen regularly
Any industrial development, including fish farming, would devery close to shore
tract from this area of outstanding natural beauty. There is an
established walk, The West Island Way, that passes this area. The
The farm would have an effect on wildlife and water quality
views across pristine, unblemished seas are breathtaking. A series
caused by the waste, diseases and parasites associated with fish
of cages and the noises from automated feeders etc would seriousfarming
ly damage these otherwise calm waters. Bute depends on tourism
to help support a fragile economy and the West Island Way is a
I have kayaked and sailed along the coastline where the farm is
big draw, largely because of the stunning, unspoiled views that
proposed and we have used the stretch of water from Kichatreward the walkers. Another concern would be the potential damtan Bay to Glencallum Bay for Bute Outdoor Swimming Society
age to water quality from fish farm pollutants.
events
Visual impact, loss of area to recreational activities, impact on the
As a yachtman, I would tuck into that bit of the coast for shelter
West Island Way, impact on the Clyde area.
in any westerly winds. The siting of this would force me out into
the more exposed area further offshore. As a walker it would destroy an area of natural beauty and wildlife habitat.
Totally destroy the natural beauty and integrity of this place
which is enjoyed by me and many others for sea tours . Will also
destroy it as a habitat for seals.
Regular walker along the coastal path and occasional fishing from
the rocks.
Fish farms pollute the marine environment. I wouldn’t want my
11 children and grandchildren swimming at Kilchattan if there are to

Question 2
Would the siting of a fish farm at Hawks Neb impact your use
and/or enjoyment of the land/walking path immediately adjacent
to or nearby the site?

If ‘Yes’, please explain the impact
Detract from the scenery
Would destroy the view of a lovely part of th island
The sight, sounds and smell of a fish farm would put me off walking to Hawk's Neb on the West Island Way.
Visually unpleasant, but also a fish farm will reduce or eradicate
wildlife both land and sea. I believe there will also be light and
sound pollution.
I dog walk there but would likely change and stop visiting the
area.
I enjoy the tranquility and enjoy the scenery just now. That
would be ruined by a fish farm
The fish farm at Hawks Neb would spoil the enjoyment of the
walk to the lighthouse nearby.
Affecting visual amenity and increasing traffic in what is a beautiful unspoilt area of isolated coastline.
Very much...Will be an eyesore
It would spoil the view and impact on the local environment
Outlook, noise and possible smell.
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The hawks neb location is remote. Building work would have to
take place making the path unusable.
I enjoy walking from Kilchattan round the Hawk's Neb and either
out to the lighthouse or round to St Blane's. The wild life and the
fantastic wild flowers are a particular joy which would be spoiled
by the presence of a fish farm.
I haven't walked the whole of walk yet as not fit enough and for
experienced walkers but if this farm was to go ahead I would not
attempt the walk as the area would be spoilt for me.
We frequently walk the bottom loop of the West Island Way and
the beauty / enjoyment of this will be ruined. There will be a loss
of wildlife. My husband is a photographer and many of his best
wildlife pictures are taken in that area. This will no longer be possible.
It would be unsightly and industrial looking in an unspoilt area.
Unsightly and not a natural feature.
This is a beautiful stretch of coastline, which at the moment is
unspoiled and enjoyed by walkers along the West Island Way
and the surrounding area. Industrialization has blighted so many
parts of our lovely country, spoiling the enjoyment of the many
to secure profits for the few. I am boiling mad at the idea that
the money merchants are now determined to ruin one of the few
remaining places within reach of Glasgow, with its heritage of
13 lasting environmental damage in the pursuit of profit.

The beautiful natural views from the land and walking path
would be ruined by this industrial site.
Detract from the wild unspoilt views
This is currently an unspoilt piece of marine environment. The
proposed fish farm will bring noise light and smell to an area
which is currently pristine. This will render the walk along the
coastal path less attractive.
Again we enjoy walking this area and often take visitors. Having
s fish farm would greatly detract from the natural beauty of the
environment.
Visual impact / sailing access
It would be an eyesore, I often walk this path, and stop for a break
or picnic at Hawks Neb as the geology is magnificent, as are the
views. The fish farm would deter relaxing and taking time in this
area, and I can honestly say it would ruin and destroy one of my
favorite locations not just on Bute, but anywhere.
Frequently walk to and from the lighthouse.
It would ruin the view
The proposed fish farms would change the entire area - not just
the visual impact of the cages and feed barge, but the waste abandoned on the shoreline as we have seen at Loch Etive and other
sites.

The cages at Hawkes Neb and the Cumbrae would be visible from
both the shoreline walk and the hilltop route. These are beautiful,
peaceful walks that we have enjoyed for generations. The thought
that this area could be desecrated for the gain of one company is
appalling
An area of natural coastal beauty.....
Yes - having a fish farm there will have an effect on the wildlife of
the area, which I also enjoy.
I like to go on walks in this area, very much appreciate the ‘un-developed’ scenery and coastline...the last thing i want to see here is
a fishfarm development. I also bring visitors on walks to this area.
I also go cycling around this coastline, off-road...and again enjoy
the undeveloped scenery. I think this area should retain its Area of
Panoramic Quality status (by having no such development)
Again........ same reason...want to walk in unspoilt area
Would disturb the peace and spoil the view
The view is unspoilt- this would change. This part of the West
Island way is one of the most beautiful
I enjoy walking the West Island way. The proposed fish farm
would be very close to the shoreline and would be overlooked by
walkers on the very popular West Island Way. The mooring grid
for cages would be clearly visible
I have walked on the West Island Way many times and have al-

ways enjoyed the views which I feel will be marred by a farm
There is a very obvious visual impact of the cages themselves. On
top of that I have never seen a fish farm that hasn't created a mess
on the adjacent shore.
Destroy the natural beauty and integrity of this place which is
enjoyed by me and many others for walks and picnics. Will also
destroy it as a habitat for seals.
Regular walker along the coastal path and occasional fishing from
the rocks.
This is directly off the W Island Way, one of our main tourist attractions.
The path that runs adjacent to Hawks Neb gives walkers access
to beautiful seascapes currently uninterrupted by fish farm cages.
The siting of a fish farm in this area would seriously and adversely affect my enjoyment of this part of the West Island Way.
It would impact the sense of remoteness that the path has, and get
in the way of many of the art projects that are done there.
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Question 3
Would the siting of a fish farm off Wee Cumbrae impact your use
of and/or enjoyment of the waters at or adjacent to the site?
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The additional lights and noise are most unwelcome.
If ‘Yes’, please explain the impact
We enjoy sailing and this would impact on our ability to sail freeRuin the view from Kilchattan bay and also the worry of polluly in the area. We may have to go into the shipping lanes which is
tion and impact on wildlife.
not ideal. We enjoy watching the wildlife including porpoise and
deals in addition to a range of sea birds”
Believe this farm would impact our local sea life adversely
Visual impact / sailing waters
The view over from Hawkes Bay would be interrupted by the siting of fish farm here.
Contamination from a fish farm at this site would wash into Kilchattan Bay where I live, ruining the area and leaving waste in
I do not want the waters around Scotland polluted by overstocked the water and on the beach.
cages of farmed fish.
Wider impact on the waterways will affect the enjoyment of beI think there are enough fish farms and don’t they ate good for
ing on the water.
our local waters
Pollution n disturbance to resident wildlife.
Such a site would add to the impact f one off Bute and as I travel
to Millport periodically, this whole area would become a more
Fish farming will ruin the wildlife of the area
‘industrial’ environment.
Industry marring nature
Fur same reasons above planning to visit these areas in the future
and any farms would make me avoid the area altogether
A fish farm at Wee Cumbrae will affect the marine life in the area
- animals attracted by the fish will be 'discouraged' by sonar and
I’d probably holiday and walk elsewhere.
other methods.
Detrimental to kayaking
Severely damage tourism. An area of wild beauty spoiled. Pollution impactiing on wildlife. Who wants to buy salmon 4 miles
I am a yachtsman. The proposed site is close to the shipping lanes from a cracked neuclear reactor at Hunterston Power Station?
and thus will impact my ability to navigate freely past the WestThe marquis is trying to build tourism on island. The Bute brand
ern side of Cumbrae. From the perspective of an observer on Bute. would be severely damaged.
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-

I have kayaked and sailed exactly where the proposed farm will
Great dolphin viewing area
be
Visual and route onstruction
Again as a yachtsman, it is sited on a direct route from MIllport/
Largs to Arran and beyond. Forcing boats out from seeking shelAgain, I have in the past gone kayaking in this area, and also on
ter in southerly winds, possibly after a hard slog from Arran. To
speedboats - I enjoy the scenery and wildlife... I think both of
me the siting of all these fish farms is very detrimental to a huge
these will be compromised by a fishfarm development
sailing/tourist industry that Scotland has been trying to develop.
I walk regularly on Millport......again that would spoil my enjoyVery concerned re the cumulative effect of 3 fish farms in this
ment
area. Pollution and acoustic deterrents are affecting the marine
environment and it’s sea creatures. There is a huge amount of
Cumulative effect. Two fish farms so close. Impact on wild life - evidence re this now.
otters seals etc
The impact of a fish farm sited off Wee Cumbrae would be both
We enjoy sailing, swimming, kayaking and especially spotting the visual and a concern about tidal pollution from the fish farm.
marine life there eg porpoises and seals - this Summer has been
particularly busy with pods of porpoises being seen regularly
Easily visible from the West Island Way, and it's impact as an invery close to shore
stallation would be across the whole Clyde area
Waste feed and faeces from fish farms can collect on the seabed
Not only would guests see the fish farm at Hawks Neb but also
under fish cages. This increase in organic matter has an impact on across to the one at Wee Cumbrae when they were using the wathis benthic environment, affecting the nature and chemistry of
ter, It would look far too industrial and visitors would not wish to
sediments, and can reduce the diversity of animals living there.
return.
Farmed salmon are susceptible to infestations of parasitic sea lice
that cause considerable stress to fish and economic losses to the
industry. Sea lice on farmed fish could potentially be transferred
to wild salmon and sea trout. The cumulative effect on a wider
area of this and other associated problems would have on wildlife
in this area would be a disaster
17

Question 4
4. Would the siting of a fish farm at Wee Cumbrae impact your
use and/or enjoyment of walking paths or driving/cycling routes
on Bute with views towards Wee Cumbrae?

If ‘Yes’, please explain the impact
Ruin the view
Would put an ugly blot on the view
The West Island Way in particular stunning views directly over
to Wee Cumbrae. Looking onto a fish farm will undoubtedly be
detrimental to those views and will impact the enjoyment of such
a walk.
Don’t want to view these unnatural cages, especially knowing the
cruel, unnatural conditions these animals are being kept in.
Not only would guests see the fish farm at Hawks Neb but also
across to the one at Wee Cumbrae when they were Walking to
the lighthouse, It would look far too industrial and visitors would
not wish to return
Again, detrimental to the beautiful unspoilt natural view.
Interference of views and way of life
These pens are overcrowded and cruel
Outlook view.
Walking as described above
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Yes it would just knowing it was there affecting all around the
thought is deeply upsetting
View.
Same as with the Hawk’s Neb proposal in terms of both environmental impact and scenery
This is a natural remote area and should remain that way in order
to enjoy the beautiful views.
Detrimental to wild coastline, scenic views
This would be visible when walking or sailing. There would be
noise, light, and also pollution. This is an area of outstanding
natural beauty. I am concerned about the effects on the natural
environment.
It’s visual pollution, and the wildlife which lives off the coast will
go elsewhere. Therefore in Kilchattan Bay we would no longer
enjoy seeing wildlife off our shores.
Views from the bike as we cycle around the island.
Spoils and disturbs natural landscape and as a result would greatlt
reduce the chance to spot local wildlife.
It would ruin the iconic views
Dawnfresh are proposing an industrial eyesore on a previous19 ly unspoilt vista. In addition to the obvious visual impact of the

fish farms themselves, the proposed acoustic deterrent between
these two sites will have a long term impact on the marine life in
the area. The seals, otters and occasional whales we spot on that
coast will be gone, greatly affecting enjoyment of the area
The views over to the Wee Cumbrae would be spoiled. This walk
popular with visitors to Bute beacause of the coastal flora and
fauna special to this area.
Great dolphin area
I do not want to know that I am in an area with fish farms
Again visual pollution. We want to see a visual panorama not an
industrial fish farm
This is a largely unspoilt area - a fish farm will spoil this
The proposed site off the northwest coast of Wee Cumbrae would
be seen by walkers on the West Island Way, creating what SNH
and planning authorities refer to as a “cumulative impact” when
seen in conjunction with the Hawks Neb site.
On its own it would be seen and would made views eastward
from the West Island Way as well as when cycling/driving on
the road heading south into Kingarth/Kilchattan Bay and both of
these problems would be compounded by the site at Hawks Nib as
the effects would be cumulative
Detrimental visual impact.
-

Visual impact from the W Island Way.
Just immagine cycling and having to breath air full of the wast of
these farms
Visual impact from the West Island Way and water quality decline from fish farm pollutants.
Ruins the view, amongst other concerns.
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Question 5
Would the siting of a fish farm off the northeast coast of Arran
impact your use and/or enjoyment of walking paths, driving/cycling routes or beaches on Bute with views towards that part of
Arran?
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and pollution from feed and faeces, and would totally destroy this
wonderful natural amenity on the doorstep for the population in
If ‘Yes’, please explain the impact
this part of Scotland, and for the many overseas visitors who I
The impact on wildlife to stravannan, dunagoil and scalpsie would also meet on this path who have come there for the same reasons.
be devastating and the pollution would flow in to these bays
I would be very disinclined to make use of this walk if this did go
ahead.
Again this would affect the local wildlife adversely impacting on
seals what’s and other sea life
It’s basically the same stretch of the Firth. The waters cannot sustain such numbers of fish, the food also contains chemicals which
Arran can be seen from all of the west side of Bute and is probawill add to the pollution, even what’s not eaten.
bly one of the most photographed landscapes of visitors to Bute.
A fish farm sited at this location on Arran would not only be
It would spoil the view from the other side of the island
detrimental to views and enjoyment thereof, but the tide would
bring waste and everything else that goes along with fish farming I enjoy cycling around Bute, mostly because of the fantastic undirectly onto at least the top three, if not four, best beaches on the spoilt scenery and also the peace and quiet of the routes. The
island. Beaches are a huge draw for tourists to the island.
coastal road from Kingarth to Scalpsie is, at present particularly
scenic with lovely views.
Yes, because the farm will pollute a wide area. The entire area of
the Clyde.
The view from Ettrick Bay and Scarrel shore is amazing this
would ruin these beautiful waters and impact on sea otters, sea
I am a very frequent walker of the coastal path between North
eagles etc
Sannox and Lochranza. It is unusual to be able to walk such a
long path, relatively easily accessible by public transport from
I visit all three of the marked beaches from time to time and alGlasgow, where there is no road or vehicular traffic. I have seen
though an Arran site is further away, it would still be visible and
much wildlife from this path including, on a number of occasions a reminder of this industry. We’d be surrounded by the things!
basking sharks - close into shore, as well as other species such as
seals, and a large number of bird species including gannets, corIt will be a nasty eyesore from many of the beaches that are used
morants, gulls, oystercatchers and other shore birds. This path is
by many families, especially in the summer months. It will have
frequented by many walkers enjoying the peace and quiet. I am
a similarly deleterious impact throughout the year on walkers on
sure that the siting of a fish farm here would bring with it the
parts of the West Highland Way
attendant clutter and bustle of equipment, servicing, harvesting
22

Visually unattractive, light pollution, significant chage to a wild
coastline
My understanding of the proposal is that the proposed development would be visible from the West Island way. The whole purpose of this iconic route is to see unspoilt scenery.
Having driven the route to Carradale and I was overwhelmed by
the outstanding views and scenery as well as the peace and quiet.
A huge fish farm would have detrimental effect on an otherwise
unblemished landscape.
Contamination and pollution from the fish farm will damage the
beaches and coasts of Bute.
Generally Pollution is a problem, and it would be visually unattractive and would spoil the spectacular views we have.
Overall people visit walk cycle or just chill in these areas to admire and be part of nature. The fish farms would give us a constant reminder of how the world is headed towards self districting, over production and overall food waste.
The seal colony at Scalpsie is a real attraction for both the serious
walkers and those visiting specifically to enjoy the wildlife and
spot the seals. The colony is bound to be affected by the acoustic
deterrents used at the Arran site
We will not only see the fish farms from Bute, but they will also
remove the wildness from this stretch of water.
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Dunagoil, Scalpsie bays - great dolphin areas and basking shark
areas
I love to visit Arran, and very much enjoy its coastline - either
walking or on my off-road bike...i enjoy the scenery and wildlife
this island has to offer, and believe a fishfarm in this area is very
bad news
I walk from Kingarth back into Rothesay and I visit beaches at
Scalpsie and Stravanan
Likely to affect seals at Scalpsie. Visible from Bute Golf Course
which has beautiful views across Arran. Likewise the walk from
the Plan Road
West Island way views will be affected. Marine life will be affected
The proposed site off the northeast coast of Wee Cumbrae would
be seen by walkers on the West Island Way, creating what SNH
and planning authorities refer to as a “cumulative impact” when
seen in conjunction with the Hawks Neb site.
Dunagoil, Stravaignan and Scalpsie Bay would have deteriorated
views which would impact dog walkers, ramblers, people driving around the island particularly open bus visitors, cyclists. The
farm would be deleterious to the view from the lookout point at
Tarmore Hill. It would lessen the wild, open feel of the area when
kayaking and sailing along much of the western coastline of Bute
-

Again detrimental visual impact. And again as a yachtsman, its
sited on a direct route from Lamlash/Brodick to Lochranza and
Tarbert.
Visual impact from beaches on the W coast of Bute and concern
re polluted waters.
My enjoyment of Bute’s west coast beaches would be adversely
affected. I would be very concerned about the water quality if
there were fish farms in this area. It is well documented that fish
farms pollute the sea with fish faeces, processed fish feed and
chemicals used to treat sea lice. I would not want to expose myself or my grandchildren to the potential risks of such pollution.
Visual impact, and definitely water quality impact
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Impacts on Marine Life and
the Environment
Question 6
Are you concerned about the environmental impact of a fish farm
at Hawks Neb?
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If ‘Yes’, what are your specific concerns?
Pollution, wildlife disturbance. Change of footpath to accommodate workers going to and fro to fishfarms
Potential impact, over time to the surrounding sea bed.
Impact on the sea life especially seals and cetaceans
The waste, the chemicals used to treat the salmon, the smell, the
marine life deterrents that will undoubtedly be used to safeguard
the farm.
Wildlife both land and sea will diminish. One of the reasons
tourists visit the island and tourism badly needs work to increase
footfall not a major deterrant like fish farms. It's dangerous to eat
much farmed fish due to feed and working practice, but govt are
still focus sec on finance rather than public health.
Yes. The biodiversity around this area and beyond are known and
of interest worldwide among sea biologists. The damage such a
cumulative amount of cages on the environment I would consider
to be massive.
Pollution from feed and faeces from the farmed salmon and also
effects on wild fish and other animal species.
Impact on wildlife
Pollution of seawater with chemicals; Loss of natural sealife;

Increase in traffic and noise in a quiet, unspoilt area of the island;
Loss of visual amenity.
Wildlife and also our lives on Bute would be badly affected
Pollution, sea lice, chlorine etc use to kill lice, putting fish in a pen
is not a natural environment
Pollution of seabed and possible fish escape plus any anti seal
deterrents in use - effect on all sea life.
Pollution of the water by sewage and the effect on marine ecosystem.
Pollutants affect on ecology of area and effect on current wildlife
It will spoil the area and reduce tourism and the money this
brings. The island ecconomy is fragile and this will jnot help it.
Pollution
Environment impact has proved to be negative elsewhere.
Seawater pollution and visual pollution
Ruining the beauty of this isolated and natural environment possibly forever, introducing genetically modified fish, foods, waste,
chemicals, drugs, which could affect the natural wildlife, plants,
plankton and the sea bed.
Impact on sealife seals, dolphins, whales etc,from sonar deter-

rents, lice infestation to other fish, detrimental to otters, by irradiation of natural habitat
Concerns about the effects of masses of fish droppings in a concentrated area constantly and the negative effects of that on the
coastlines flora and fauna and other wildlife.
Noise, smell, light pollution, fish faeces, will all impact a sensitive
maritime environment.
Impact on marine mammals / impact on native fish / lice control
This stretch of the West Island Way is treasured for the natural
beauty, significant and importantly geology and wonderful and
thriving marine and wildlife in the area - including otters which
are a protected species, seals, sea eagles (which I have seen on
numerous occasions), porpoises and other bird species too numerous to name. People come from around the world to enjoy this
unique natural environment. The proposed fish farm at Hawks
Neb would absolutely destroy the thriving marine life and ecosystem of this area in numerous and irreversible ways - including the
destruction of the undersea ecosystem though heavy industrial
development - which would lead to stripping the sea floor below
the fish farm, all of the heavy pollution and waste contamination
that would harm the marine life in the area, as well as destroy the
on land environment through material seeping into the beaches,
the potential noise pollution will also scare off marine life from
remaining in this area, the list goes on and on. As this area is also
linked to other areas of coastal areas of Bute - seal colonies from
Scalpsie Bay for example, which also populate Hawks Neb, would
be deterred from remaining in the area. The destruction of the
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environment as a result of the fish farm would be certain and
absolute.
Impact on sea life.
Threat to the wildlife and pollution of their habitats and contamination of local fish.
It's impact on the environment
Pollution of the water and destruction of the sea bed. At a time
when pollution is a major environmental issue, it is unthinkable
that a company be permitted to have such a reckless approach to
the environment for their own gain, with no thought for the long
term consequences. "
Environmental damage to an idyllic area
As per earlier answers - I worry about the existing wildlife being
affected by deterrents and incoming wildlife affecting not only the
existing ecosystem, but themselves being affected by the deterrents.
Concerns with chemical waste and anti-biotics used.
Seals, basking sharks
Upsetting dolphin and basking shark populations
Lice spread to migratory fish (mainly salmonids)
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I think proposed site is too close to shore; I believe the techniques
being talked about to secure the cages sound inadequate. I also
believe the methods being talked about re. seal control are worrying and unsatisfactory. More generally I am concerned that the
fishfarm industry has poor track record re. waste control and that
there is little regulation within the industry - which for me is a
recipe for poor environmental standards
What chemicals that could be used
Pollution Kilchattan Bay and surrounding shores. Siting of shore
based storage. Chemicals stored on shore where children play
Sonar Deterrents, use of pesticides and the impact to the seabed
and surrounding waters. Wildlife - impact on porpoises, seals,
gannets and other wildlife "
"he fish farming industry control sea lice using chemicals that can
be toxic to marine invertebrates. The process of fish farming releases nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus, from fish feed
into the marine environment in a soluble form. These nutrients
can enhance the growth of marine plants and algae.
Effects of faeces on the area below and around the farm, use of
chemicals to treat life and other diseases, effect of deterrents used
to keep predators away, effects on the water quality for those
swimming /kayaking/sailing in the waters, impact on the crustaceans in the area that are already supporting two jobs
-

The pollution from the intense over feeding of the stock, and their
waste product. Not to mention the shoreside pollution created at
every site I have seen.
Excrement on the sea bed, chemicals in the sea, sea lice, seals habitat damaged.
Contamination of the water and displacement of other species.
Think I have covered these. Hugely damaging to the marine environment and wild fish.
Health for the surrounding environment. Pollution of our waters.
Endangerement native species
Pollution from chemicals released into the cages to combat sea
lice. Research shows that the proliferation of sea lice has adversely affected wild salmon. Pollution from excessive processed fish
food. Pollution from fish faeces.
This is an impingement to the natural environment. The use of
chemicals eyes in order to prevent the farmed fish from getting
lice kills the native species of cetaceans. There has been overwhelming evidence of the detrimental effects of these drugs to the
seabed. Farmed fish escapes are damaging the native fish stocks.
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Question 7
Do you believe that a fish farm at Hawks Neb will have an impact
on the marine life at or near the site?
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If “yes”, what are your concerns on this issue?
Pollution and noise deterrence to keep aquatic wildlife away
Potential but as yet unquantified impact of waste from the proposed fish farm on the immediate sea bed.
It’s bad enough seeing the farms at the surface but I also believe
they would kill off the wildlife beneAth the farms. Due to chemical impact from fish waste and lice cleaning chemicals
Of course it will! The farm will use deterrents on marine life,
particularly the seals and any ADD deterrents will not only affect
them but will also impact our dolphin colony and could affect
the basking sharks that visit the island, not to mention the whale
pods that have been visiting the waters nearby in recent years.
Not only is marine wildlife a huge draw for tourists to the island,
any salmon farm is a man-made interference in nature solely for
profit and morally and ethically this is just wrong.
I’ve seen video evidence of the devastation to the sea floor below.
There are many sea mammals in the area who could be adversely
affected.
Pollution from feed and faeces from the farmed salmon and also
effects on wild fish and other animal species.
Undoubtedly! As I said in previous answers
Destroying natural habitats

Eco system would be damaged. Lovely to spot seals and occasionally dolphins in the waters. Fish farm activity would result in
losing these.
Danger to fish and wildlife
All life within these waters would be affected, there is proof already that fish farms have huge impact on other marine life.
I’m not sure of all the facts but I know the balance of nature will
be severely affected and this will be a permanent.
Pollution from the farm will kill sealife and mammals such as
seals will move away.
Toxic pollution
Obviously the debris and seafloor is affected.
Escapees, chemicals and other effluents leaching into the water
and concentration of fish faeces in the waters surrounding the
farms; all of this will result in damage to native species of fauna
and flora.
Sea lice affecting the wild fish and other marine life near the farm,
the waste from the fish, food, drugs and chemicals affecting and
damaging the sea bed for a very long time, the noises of farm machinery deterring natural wildlife from the area, escape of farmed
fish affecting the wild fish possibly forever by genetic altering and
disease.
-

I am concerned about the effects on specifically seals who will be
be either short or deterred using noisemakers; on all Ceteceans,
which will be certainly affected by sonar blocking technology. I
am concerned about the effect of fish waste on the seabed.
We have an abundance of seals, porpoise, dolphins occasionally
basking sharks and orcas. If a fish farm is sited here, these will be
affected.
It is certain that a fish farm at Hawks Neb will destroy the thriving marine life in this area due to excess of undersea noise pollution from the fish farm, contamination and pollution from all the
waste produced at the fish farm and all contaminates dumped into
the water, as well as the massive impact of such a huge underwater construction site which would destroy all the marine ecosystem in the area.
Impact on marine life.
Fish farming disrupts the ecosystem that is already fragile due to
global warming.
The damage caused to other marine life in the vicinity of fish
farms is well documented. The thirty three thousand fish that
escaped into Loch Etive compound the concern, particularly as
Dawnfresh representatives proved somewhat economical with the
truth when questioned at the Rothesay open day, estimating the
number to be around 2500.
ADDs, Seal shooting self explanatory
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Sonar will affect cetaceans in the area and effectively make this
uneaten fish feed kills everything living and growing and suppart of the Clyde a ‘dead end’
ports the growth of bacteria.
Impact on seals, otters, bsking sharks and marine life in general.
Upsetting dolphin and basking shark populations
Much like previous question, I believe lack of waste control, approaches used to control seals, and the profit-driven ethos involved here all point to marine life losing out
Acoustic deterrents. Escaped fish
Sonar deterrents
Waste, chemicals and parasites destroying the delicate balance of
natural life in this area
There are several reports of the areas beneath these cages being
polluted.
Damage seals habitat, spread disease to wild fish, mass escapes,
chemicals damaging fish and sea life
Ecosystem will be adversely affected by chemicals and disruption.
Simply by contaminating and passing health problems that wild
fish can’t deal with
Again, research has shown that the seabed directly under fish
31 farm cages does not support life. The build up of faecal matter and

Question 8
Do you agree with the use of ADDs at the site?
In the proposal for the Hawks Neb site DFF has written;
“If highly tensioned nets and daily removal of mortalities proves
to be ineffective in deterring seals and in the event of full enclosure predator nets being inappropriate for use at the South Bute
site, DFF will consider the use of Acoustic Deterrent Devices
(ADDs)”

Comments from “yes” responders
With the amount of navy traffic using there ADDs and the commercial traffic going up and down why would it bother the fish
These devices are use daily in the firth of Clyde by several company’s and the military
These devices are widely use and have been found to have little
impact on the marine life over all. (I work as a fisherman)

Comments from “no” responders
The wildlife has been here for many years and should be allowed
to continue to thrive not be drove out for commerce
Very few seal in that area, tend to use other locations with better
haul out beaches
This has been shown to have an adverse impact on cetaceans
which I believe is just cruel
It’s a no-brainer...it will affect the seals, dolphins, otters, basking
sharks and whale pods that visit or call these waters their home.
This is just wrong on so many levels - putting the profit of one
company before the best interests of the island as a whole and its
tourism and marine wildlife.
Concerned the ADDs could have a severe, detrimental affect on
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sea life.

I have seen harbour porpoises on a number of occasions close
to shore. I am sure that the use of ADD would cause distress to
these lovely animals.
We have dolphins and basking sharks visit the area that would be
affected by such noise. And it’s just another type of pollution we
don’t need.
Has an unnatural effect on all sea life
There are many seals and otters at Kilchattan Bay, a fish farm
nearby may endanger their lives
Want to encourage sealife in the area, I believe it attracts tourists
to this island. Surely this method is extremely cruel !
We island residents do not want to deter seals
Totally wrong
Disruptive to the seals
No I do not. I do not want fish farms at all back to controlled fishing.
Who owns the sea and has the right to change its occupants? Not
humans as we do not live in it. Sealife has a right to a home and
not to be chased away.
33 Unnatural.

We already know of the detrimental effects of underwater noise
on the navigation systems of marine species. This proposal, if accepted, will add to this form of environmental pollution
They can cause damage to marine mammals and other natural
wildlife in the area.
Extremely detrimental to seals, dolphins, porpoise, whales basking sharks etc
It not only affects seals, it affects other marine life includes porpoises which are often seen in our waters.
Seals are as much a part of Bute as the people. Visitors come here
to see them from all over. This is they’re environment, it’s they’re
natural habitat. This cannot be said of a fish farm with genetically
modified fish
These will inhibit the free passage of Marine mammals through
the and in effect cut off the movement of them into the upper
reached of the firth of Clyde
It is inhumane and cruel to the wildlife, and DFF have no right to
destroy the well balanced marine ecosystem that we all enjoy in
large part due to the seals and porpoises which populate this area
just so that a fish farm company can profit from siting a fish farm
Hawks Neb. It is totally unethical to use ADDs.
I want seals in the area. They are part of the diverse marine life
that makes the island.
-

Sound pollution on top of water pollution! Seals are resident and
have a right to their territory and to feed on what they find in
their territory. ADD’s will also disturb birdlife.
The marine life is essential for the health of our seas. The opportunity to watch these creatures benefits all who come to relax on
our beautiful island
Permanent dolphin and basking shark area as well as otters and
seals
Unknown outcomes
There is already too much interference of this kind; noise from
boats and other sources are being repeatedly blamed for destruction of marine life ...the last thing needed is orchestrated ADDs
being utilised
Nature should be left alone in the few places it stays wild
Seals have a home too!!!!!! Leave them alone. People come to see
seals on Bute
All arguments against ADDs are well documented but ignored by
the industry
This year there were more porpoise pods and seals than ever - this
will destroy their habitat
Completely unacceptable to control Seals in this way. They were
here first

They have a huge impact on ALL marine life for miles around.
This site along with the Cumbrae site will effectively put a sound
barrier across the Clyde. Its not just seals, its the porpoise, dolphins and whales that will be affected.
Terrible for cetations
Absolutely not. It has been evidenced that these devices frighten
off many marine creatures. We have porpoises, a dolphin and other sea creatures which will be frightened out of the Clyde.
We are in the seals territory. And we need to find a way of coexistence. Seals are also a big attraction to tourists
If an ADD is an electronic scarer, I worry about the Clyde marine
life being repelled by it - thereby affecting our tourism industry as
well as impoverishing the local eco-system.
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Question 9
Do you think it is acceptable to shoot a seal that is causing a predation problem at a fish farm?
In the proposal for the Hawks Neb site DFF has written:
“It is accepted that it may not be possible to totally eliminate
predation by seals. Should mitigation measures be insufficient to
protect fish stocks DFF will consider the humane dispatch of a
rogue seal.”

Comments from “yes” responders
If any animal is a predator and shooting them is the only way to
stop them why would seals be any different
If its acceptable for a farmer to shoot a dog that’s killing sheep
why wouldn’t it be acceptable fish farmer to shoot a seal that was
killing there fish
There’s animals are not vermin and will kill the pups of other
seals if their hungry as well as destroying lobster pots and nets
to get to food

Comments from “no” responders
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It is in the seals nature to hunt fish. Putting a “fast food” fish farm
in its habitat will encourage them to be “rogue”. It does not deserve to be shot due to this. I am not against humane cullings of
over population for animal welfare but am for human greed.
A lot of the tourists come to the island to see the wildlife including seals. Seals ate fish long before man came on the seen. The
sea is their home and we shouldn’t be impacting in the wildlife
Seals eat fish! Surely it’s common sense not to build a fish farm
on or near an island known for its seal population! And what
qualifies as a “one rogue seal”? Surely every seal could be classed
as that if they are persistent in their quest for food in a location in
which they have previously hunted? This is barbaric, wrong and
opens the floodgates for culling under the guise of protecting fish

stock. And how are the corpses of any shot seals to be disposed
of? I’m pretty sure they won’t and will just end up washing up on
one of our beaches along with the other fish farm waste products.
Shoot the fish farm owners and see how they like it.
The seal is in its chosen home, we are the interlopers using very
unnatural and cruel farming methods. If farm animals were kept
in these conditions there would be an outcry, unless you’re a hen.
I would be opposed to this anyway but so close to a quiet and
scenic beauty spot?
I am sick of farmers of all kinds killing the wildlife who live
where they put their farms. Look at the state of Borneo and the
orangutan slaughtering for palm oil!!!!
Would you shoot a human if they stole food when they were
starving
I do not believe in hurting any animal...
Not acceptable
The statement rogue seal is totally misleading and will allow operators to class any seal as rogue.
If a fish farm is there at all, the appropriate netting should be
used. I note the euphemism of ‘daily removal of mortalities’ - I
presume that means ‘dead fish’.
-

Again the seals belong here the farms do not.
Seals have as much right to a life / home as we do. They are part
of the eccosystem and if removed there will be a break in the
chain. Who knows how this will affect the world and those who
live there in the long run.
Seals have every right to be there; fish farms should rear more
fish to compensate for predation
Surely that’s obvious!!
An absolutely disgraceful proposal. One of the pleasures of walking around Bute, especially for children, is watching the seals.
And this company proposes to shoot them in the pursuit of profit? Fish farms attract seals, like sweetie shops attract children.
Shoot the seals around the farm and others will move in to fill the
vacuum, so will they shoot them as well, and others which will
move in subsequently. We could end up with no seals left. We’ve
seen how birds - including endangered species - are systematically being shot to protect game birds. This is an exactly analogous
case
The seals live naturally in the Clyde and it is inhumane to shoot
them in order to protect farmed fish - the farmed fish are the intruders, not the seals.
Just NO
It is unacceptable
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I find the definition of a “rogue seal “ to be bizarre! Seals are predators, surely it is for man to adapt our process to their environment. Also who decides which is a rogue seal?
Seals hunt fish, it’s their natural behaviour. If s fish farm is sited
there it is not acceptable to shoot something doing what nature
intended it to do.
No never - this is their home.
This is totally unacceptable. This is a holiday location reknown for
the wonderful and thriving wildlife in the area. People love seeing
the seals and protected species otters at this locale. Children and
families walk this part of the island to view the marine wildlife
and these proposed developments will destroy not only this part
of the island - but the interlinked seal colonies at Scalpsie Bay one of the biggest draws for visitors to the island of Bute.
Absolutely not. A fish farm is an unnatural and far from humane
way to raise fish and shooting seals is just as barbaric. “
If the project goes forward it is you who are imposing on the
environment of the seals, there is no justice that they should be
punished for human greed.
Absolutely not. It is likely that the tides and prevailing currents
would wash dead seals onto the shores of Kilchattan Bay - an area
where people come to relax and where children play
No words necessary
37 Seals eat fish. Fish farms have fish escapes. A wild animal should

not be harmed simply because a commercial enterprise has taken
residence in its natural environment.
Seals are very important to tourists
I dont think profit justifies this at all; have we not done enough
damage already? Do we really need to make money, and shoot at
‘rogue’ seals along the way...what about ‘rogue fish farming industry reps’?
Absolutely not!
Absolutely not
Fish farms on land would solve this problem
This is where they live, naturally. Introducing a fish farm will displace them and upset the ecosystem
I understand that US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) lists Scotland’s industry as being officially covered by a ban on killing Seals, and with good reason. I and others
would do everything in our power to pursue a fish farm who
sought to shoot seals
They live in the water and eat fish so why are we killing them for
doing exactly what they are born to do
Absolutely not acceptable. If they cant can’t put proper netting
in place to keep seals out, then they shouldn’t be allowed to kill a
protected species because of their failures.

Why would shooting seals be OK ? To protect disease ridden
farmed fish ?
The fish farms are placed in areas where seals naturally hunt for
food. The number of fish potentially taken by seals is very small
compared to the death rate of fish in these cages through overcrowding and sea lice infestation. https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/uk-scotland-48266480
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From the Clyde Marine Region Assessment 2017

Jobs and Tourism
From The Argyll and Bute Economic Forum Report 2016
At the end of 2013 there were 35,845 total jobs in Argyll and Bute
•
15% or 5,323 were tourism related
•
1.6% or 595 were aquaculture related
Online searches for accommodation in Argyll and Bute, which
showed a 54% increase on Visit Scotland website between 2013/14
and 2014/15
From visitor surveys we know the customer wants from Argyll
and Bute:
ACTIVITIES BY VISITORS TO ARGYLL AND THE ISLES
SIGHTSEEING AND LANDSCAPE
56%
TRYING LOCAL FOOD
54%
SHORT WALK, STROLL
49%
VISITING A BEACH
43%
LONG WALK, HIKE, RAMBLE
40%
VISITING A HISTORIC HOUSE OR SITE 38%
SHOPPING
38%
CENTRE BASED WALKING
35%
Source: Visit Scotland Visitor Survey 2011
So this tells us the key focus areas for our branding: scenery,
39 food, walks and cultural sites.

• Total direct employment from aquaculture in 2014 was 160 jobs.
• Total GVA from aquaculture at the end of 2013 was £11million.
• Total employment in sustainable tourism jobs in the region in
2014 was 35,000 jobs.
• Total sustainable tourism GVA for wider Clyde Marine Region
was £1billion in 2013
Results from respondents to The Scottish Marine Recreation
and Tourism Survey who undertook activities in the Clyde Marine Region in the preceding 12 months showed that
• the most popular activities are general recreation, coastal
walks, visiting historic sites and visitor attractions, bird watching,
sailing and activities such as coastal drives/bus tours
• wildlife is a significant factor in recreation activities in the area
From Tourism in Scotland: The Economic Contribution of the
Sector (April 2018)
In 2016 tourism contributed £6 billion or 5% of total GVA, supporting 207,000 jobs or 8% of total jobs.
From Scotland’s Marine Economic Statistics (October 2018)
In 2016 aquaculture contributed £216 million or 0.16% of total
GVA, supporting 2,300 jobs or 0.09% of total jobs.

Question 10
Do you think that a fish farm at Hawks Neb will have an effect on
tourism on Bute?

Comments from “No Impact” responders
Comments from “Not Sure” responders
I think it would mostly impact the tourists who walk the West
Island Way or come for water sports like kayaking.

Comments from “Positive Impact” responders
More people will come to Kilchattan bay to see the fish farm from
the land
Most people have never seen a fish farm and to see one will boost
tourism

Comments from “Negative Impact” responders
Bute is idyllic and has an abundance of wildlife to be seen. Walks
are tranquil. Waters are clean for bathing. All of these will be
impacted by a fish farm thus affecting tourism across the whole
of the island.
Reduction in walkers who come to the island for its easy accessible walks. Reductions in tourists who come to see the wildlife.
Would you take your kids to a place where they might see a seal
getting shot or they know cetaceans are affected by a sonic device. Also sea anglers will be put of from visiting that part of the
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island

People will go to other island to sail, swim and visit fish farms are
a blight in our beautiful marine life and waters
Tourists come here for the outdoors - walks, beaches, marine
wildlife. I think that figures from 2014/15 are not necessarily
West Island Way use in that area.
representative of what tourists want now. Our amazing wildlife
photographers on the island have been sharing stunning photos
Surely no-one wants to visit a fish farm and the environmental
of marine wildlife for the past few years in particular and this is
impact will affect tourism the site proposed is a popular walk for
now a real draw for tourists. Indeed we have many more tourexperienced walkers people will opt for different areas of western
ists visiting the island now since the RET fares were introduced.
isles or mainland Bute will suffer as a consequence
Every visitor I speak to wants to see the seals and/or otters.
It will make the area MUCH less desirable for walkers, cyclists,
West Highland Way walk is directly affected.
boaters and kayakers. The number of people using the area will
significantly reduce.
I’ve already read posts from people saying they won’t return if
these fish farms go ahead.
Less people visiting Kilchattan Bay area
Walking in this area is one of the few reasons I travel to Bute (the Less tourists.
other is Mount Stuart) but I have brought now a number of people to the West Island Way, particularly the Kilchattan Bay secIf it didn’t deter visitors from coming to the island in the first
tion, and each has said how beautiful and quiet this area is.
place, it would almost certainly deter them from paying repeat
visits and from recommending Bute as a holiday destination to
Noise, water pollution, industrial activity, more vehicles/trucks on others. A more dangerous knock-on effect would be that if these
the road which will all detract from the beauty and peace of the
applications are successful, the companies in question will be
islands.
encouraged to submit more applications in the future in the belief
that the local population and regular visitors either don’t mind,
Ruin natural beauty and tourists will go elsewhere
or are supine enough to accept anything imposed on them by the
powers that be. We could end up with the whole island virtually
Unnecessary blites on the landscape...tourism will drop as these
surrounded with a ring of fish farms sitting in a dead sea.
farms are not conjusive to our country life and wildlife will be
affected seriously...
Tourists , visitors will not come
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They are unattractive and very large areas
As a director of visit Bute, it is obvious to me that one of the main
attractions of this island is the ability for visitors to see wildlife
up close. Bye imposing these large noisy and alien edifices on the
environment this will remove the attractiveness of much of the
Southern end of Bute. people come here to see seals porpoises and
dolphins; if there are none of these creatures are evident because
they have been deterred by a fish farm from coming close to
shore then tourists will not come to see them
People visit Bute because it offers a diverse experience from areas of outstanding natural beauty, close encounters with wildlife,
architecturally interesting range of buildings. They do not come
to see a noisy, smelly, polluting fish farm.
The fish farm would be a serious and terrible deterrent to tourists and visitors to the West Island Way and Bute as a whole, as
it would destroy the most beautiful walk on the island, destroy
the marine and wildlife habitats for which the island - and Hawks
Neb is famous - therefore seriously impacting the marine life that
many people visit the island to see. The beaches of Kilchattan Bay
would also be ruined as the tide cycle brings material from Hawks
Neb directly onto the beach in the village of Kilchattan Bay. Tourists will note swim or kayak in these waters knowing they will
be contaminated and polluted by waste from the fish farm. As a
result, tourists will choose to holiday elsewhere, destroying the
fragile economy of Kilchattan Bay and the island. Without hesitation, the fish farm would destroy the tourism industry in this
area.
-

Open water swimming, small boats and walkers will all be negatively impacted.
Water n sound pollution. Loss of unspoilt natural environment.
Many people walk just that first part of what is now the West
Island Way. It is a scenic and easily accessible walk. The proposed
fish farm will be visible and audible from both the coastal and
the hilltop paths, a sufficiently negative impact to deter walkers
from making a return visit and thus impacting the economy of
the island. Combined with the pollution of the beaches, the entire
project is an appalling prospect for the south end of the island.
The point of West Island Way is to give people the chance to experience the beauty that is s Bute
We will have fewer large predators to promote to tourists. The
wildness of the area will be lost, and thus the marketing opportunity for that part of the island will die.
Noise pollution and light pollution will spoil the the attrativeness
of this area.
Loss of tourism to Bute if Clyde area becomes known for intensive fishfarm area. There are plenty of nice areas to visit in Scotland - tourists will go elsewhere. One of appeals of Bute is ease of
access from Glasgow area, to find nice coastline - obviously fish
farm development will impact this.
Ugly/ impact on view......loss of seal populations
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Visual impact. Noise. Lights. Industrial boats and shore based huts
etc. Why come on holiday to be amongst such mess and pollution? Who would want to swim in polluted water or let their
children play on the beaches?
The most popular activities are general recreation, coastal walks,
visiting historic sites and visitor attractions, bird watching, sailing
and activities such as coastal drives/bus tours. Wildlife is a significant factor in recreation activities in the area
It would have a negative impact on wildlife, quality of residents
life and tourism
I believe people will not enjoy walking along the West Island Way
as much as they will be walking adjacent to and overlooking a
huge fish farm that will strip the isolated wilderness effect of the
walk
By turning the countryside into an industrial landscape, how can
that not be anything but detrimental to tourism. Who wants to
walk/sail past these sites.
They are ugly and damage the environment for very little benefit
Eyesore on the opening section of the West Island Way. Damaging for seals otters and other wildlife in the immediate area.
The proposed siting is far too near the W Island Way. This is a
stunning walk and well used by tourists and locals. It’s wild and
beautiful and we need environments like this. Also the adverse
43 impact on one of Bute’s tourist attraction villages, Kilchattan Bay

with increased traffic, use of the small well used community pier.
Children swim off there in the summer, small pleasure craft use it
too.
When bute is known for its natural beautys how can anything
that is human made for Intensive purposes be in the island interest. Surely there must be more jobs in other sectors that would
also help the people of this community?!
The main impacts will be visual - reduced enjoyment of the the
beautiful vistas across the sea, and water quality- potential pollution from the fish farm activities.

Question 11
Do you think that a fish farm off the northeast coast of Arran will
have an effect on tourism on Bute?

Comments from “No Impact” responders
It will be virtually invisible from bute at the distance from all vantage points
None

Comments from “Negative Impact” responders
Wildlife and waters will be affected. As too will the view from the
west of Bute
It’s going to affect the wildlife of arran which In turn will affect
bute. Wildlife affected means les wildlife and therefore less tourists
It will impact the scenery and will directly impact at least three
if not four of the top beaches on the island as the tide will wash
waste and chemicals onto the beaches.
I walk regularly on Arran, and this stretch of coastline offers a
long quiet walk away from the bustle of traffic and industry of
any kind, yet the start and end of the walk are very accessible by
public transport. I’m sure this feeling is shared by the other walkers I see frequently on this walk who are not only local but from
overseas. I know also people come in the hope of spotting basking sharks and I have been lucky to see these on a number of occasions close to shore. I would be disinclined to travel to Arran as
much, and to make use of its facilities, transport, pubs for meals
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etc, if this walk no longer had the peace and quiet I enjoy here.

I have seen the fish farms already when sailing near Bute, they
are horrible things to see and spoil the experience of sailing
It will make the area MUCH less desirable for walkers, cyclists,
boaters and kayakers. The number of people using the area will
significantly reduce.
Probably not as serious as the impact of farms in the immediate
vicinity of Bute itself, but would impact negatively on the panorama around the island
industrial fish farms within site of visitors to Bute will deter them
from return visits
The proposed size of the fish farm will be visible from Bute and
therefore will have a negative impact on what Tourists expect to
see when visiting the west coast
A fish farm nearby creates pollution and contamination, which in
turn will reach Kilchattan Bay and the West Island Way, deterring
tourists from swimming or kayaking in the area.
Again it will have a wider impact on the whole estuary.
If the acoustic deterrents means that the seals leave Scalpsie, then
that is a significant impact. In other respects, the number of fish
farms proposed for this small area will just deter tourists from
visiting the Firth of Clyde at all.
45 Without a doubt the SSCo will head for inchmarnock area if this

goes ahead ....ruining another beautiful area and view
Industrialisation of wild spaces will deter some visitors
loss of tourism to Bute if Clyde area becomes known for intensive
fishfarm area. There are plenty of nice areas to visit in Scotland tourists will go elsewhere. One of appeals of Bute is ease of access
from Glasgow area, to find nice coastline - obviously fish farm development in Clyde area will impact on visitors perceptions - we
do not want to get known as ‘Clyde is full of fishfarms’ etc.
Visual
The most popular activities are general recreation, coastal walks,
visiting historic sites and visitor attractions, bird watching, sailing
and activities such as coastal drives/bus tours. Wildlife is a significant factor in recreation activities in the area
It would have a negative impact on wildlife, quality of residents
life and tourism
A lesser impact due to its distance, but an impact never the less.
Visual and pollution of sea waters. The effluence may well end up
affecting the currently unpolluted Bute West Coast Bute beaches
The same as said above would also be for arran
Main concern is pollution.

Question 12
In general, do you think that fish farms have an impact on tourism in the area they are sited?

Comments from “No Impact” responders
If as I have you have seen there profile there’s very little or no impact on the scenery and in fact you don’t even know there there

Comments from “Not Sure” responders
Relatively low footfall on the path in this area , don’t think it
would have a significant impact.
I think that unfortunately a lot of tourists now accept the sight of
fish farms as a normal part of Scotland, which is very sad.

Comments from “Positive Impact” responders
People from the city’s are more likely to visit an area where
there’s something unusual to see
The more people we bring to Bute the more chance of them moving here

Comments from “Negative Impact” responders
Wildlife reduction, species disappear from location. Visually displeasing, ruining natural vista’s.
Pollution of shore line with operation materials
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I go to Kilchattan bay on a regular basis. I like knowing the bay
is safe for my children to enjoy the water. I enjoy walking to the
lighthouse and would hate to see this untouched area changed for
commercial needs. My children safely play on the street of Kilchattan bay and I worry about how much extra traffic a fish farm
will bring through the village.
They are an eyesore, they smell, their waste and chemicals are not
dealt with properly and they are renowned for not treating their
fish stock well i.e. not treating properly for lice etc causing the
fish a short and miserable life. People don’t want to see industrial-scale fish farming.
They can be seen by land and sea. The main thing going for the islands and surrounding mainland is the unrestricted natural Beaty.
I have seen evidence, e.g., from BBC’s Panorama, Guardian and
Greenpeace reports of the issues associated with large-scale mortalities, welfare issues, large-scale use of antibiotics, sea-lice, and
effects of escapes into wild stock, pollution from feed and faeces.
They are only interested in profit and don’t care about the environment and most of the salmon go abroad.
The artificiality of the farm affecting the wild and remote qualities
of the area unspoilt and relatively untouched
visually negative and polluting the water.
People who holiday in rural and coastal areas largely come from
47 cities, and this is their chance to escape the legacy of industrial

pollution at home. What such people are looking for is unspoiled
natural beauty, not ugly industrial sites
Smell, pollution, debris on shore, toxic chemicals in location
Fish farms are inherently ugly and noisy. This is unattractive to
tourists. The impinge on the navigation of the seas. This is unattractive to yachtsman and other leisure users f the sea.
They are an eyesore, they destroy the natural environment, make
it unsafe to swim in the water within their vicinity, and harm the
marine wildlife that many tourists specifically travel to these areas to see and experience.
They impact marine life.
They are ugly, polluting, Harmful to local wildlife. Inhumane.
Because if people go out to the country on holiday they haven’t
gone to see a farm the have gone to experience and enjoy the
beauty on untouched nature. I doubt there are many fish farm
enthusiasts!!
Who wants to spend their precious few weeks holiday in a polluted, industrialised area?
They stink!
Visitors want to look at beautiful views
They are largely unregulated
-

Question 13
Do you think there should be any fish farms around Bute?

Comments from “Yes” responders
Employment and economy
When you have locals who work on fish farms having to leave the
island to work elsewhere it’s stupid.
Employment and the increase in tourist numbers
We need to eat more fish and fish farms help the natural wild fish
stocks from being destroyed. That keeps me in employment and
feeds my family.
Area need employment. 6 jobs have a knock on effect to other
parts of the area

Comments from “Not Sure” responders
If environmental concerns can be addressed and SEPA given adequate resources to monitor them there could be a case for them
A balance needs to be struck between the need to produced nutritious food for the population and the need to preserve the natural environment. But fish farms should be limited to areas where
their impact on the natural and visual environment is minimized.
Haw’s Neb is certainly not such a place.
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The coast and waters around Bute are a scenic splendour which
draw people from far and wide plus locals to enjoy the views and
Comments from “No” responders
tranquility.
Spoil the natural beauty and tranquility
I’m against new fish farms being set up in the clyde region while
I’d like to see the Clyde as a no take zone and fish farm free. They the jury is out on their effect on the marine environment and
damage the ecosystems they sit above therefore damaging the
when the benefit to the local economy is not huge. In the case
wildlife around them
of Bute, it is a small island so any site close to it will have a big
negative impact.
We are a tourist island - if we lose that, businesses start to close
and the population dwindles. We are rather uniquely surroundSmall island the argument about employment opportunities not
ed by mainland or other islands, so our coastline is always being
good enough argument. I do not agree with excessive farming and
viewed and if people see fish farms, it puts them off visiting for all industrial food production which does not benefit the local poputhe reasons already stated.
lation in any way to say it does is “tricksy”
I don’t agree with fish farms in any location. Demand keeps
Bute is a recovering island. Tourism contributes much more to the
growing, practices are deplorable, health of consumer and indeed economy than in the recent past. A fish farm at Hawk’s Heb could
fish themselves is questionable. Disgusting practices.
reduce the amount of tourists coming to the area, directly affecting the local income, especially that of the Post office in KilchatI don’t agree with fish farms. I believe they are cruel and untan Bay.
healthy.
The waters are too enclosed, and it is quite a populated area
Benefits a very small percentage of people with employment. Detrimental effect on far more people. Not worth the negatives
They will ruin the natural qualities of Bute without bringing
anything beneficial to Bute. Dawn Fresh Farms have never estabAs I’ve answered already, I don’t think the waters will cope with
lished a fish farm in open waters with weather and tidal condithe pollution from chemicals in fish four and the fish excrement
tions like those existing in this area. They don’t even know if it
will suffocate animals like shellfish and plants on the seabed.
will work here. Why should Bute be their “guinea pig”?
I think they are cruel, like prisons I hate them
Impact on marine environment and marine mammals
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I do not think the minor economic benefit of up to 6 jobs and that
is questionable, will outweigh the major environmental and economic damage done to this area and to the tourism industry.
They do not bring any benefit to the island
It destroys the natural environment, it destroys and harms Marine life which is a crucial component of why people visit Bute, it
destroys the coastal pathways, it would kill Kilchattan Bay due to
heavy industry and contamination - all the while - it would create
a tiny number of new jobs, compared to the catastrophic impact it
would have on the tourism sector of the island.
They impact marine life.
Bute is NOT ONLY a unique natural environment, it is a unique
beauty spot NEAR A BUILT UP AREAS like Glasgow, Paisley n
Greenock. It offers an accessible escape for these people and for
many others from far afield. Bute offers an oasis of peace, beauty,
and wealth of unspoilt habitats which are hard to find except in
remote areas of Scotland. Here we have a gem within easy reach
and industrial high density fish farming will take all this away.
I’m against fish farming
Bute depends on tourism. Fish farms will benefit Dawnfresh, not
Bute.
They stink! Environmental probs with noise, chemicals, faecal
matter , debris on our beaches....on and on and on..
-

We rely heavily on tourism and Bute has a largely unspoiled
coastline - we want to keep it that way. More jobs would be lost
if tourists stop coming, than would be created locally if the fish
farm was to go ahead.
Sailing and tourism important to this area. There must be locations South of the border more suited to this industry.
If this company DFF are Norwegian, how about they build them
there!
Spoil the island....... visitors will not come back
More fish farms already in the area than is acceptable.
Lack of clear answers re chemicals, pesticides, amount of fish
being farmed
They would have a negative impact on wildlife, quality of residents life and tourism
The natural beauty of the area would be lessened and the quality
of the waters around the island would deteriorate
A lot of money is spent promoting tourism, a tourism based on
the areas beauty. Why for the benefit of a very few people, destroy that for the many.
The fish farmiing industry brings benefit to the elite and damages
the tourism industry which is far more economically important
for local people
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There is nothing good about fish farms in marine environments.
We also feed wild fish to farmed fish ! Our marine environment
needs protection. We should be going for land fish farming.
I think if we look at the bigger picture it’s not growing more fish
we need but more checking the amount of fish we waste and
trying to improve the wild fish environment. For more healthier
fish!!
Fish farms in the waters around Bute would damage our waters
and damage our tourist trade. Fish farms provide very little employment especially when compared to tourism which is an important part of Bute’s economy.
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Question 14
Do you think there should be fish farms in the Clyde Marine Region?

Comments from “Yes” responders
There are areas of the Firth which can sustain fish farms without
affecting tourism, local populations and the overall impact on the
area.
Employment and economy
The seas round the Clyde can bring much needed jobs to coastal
communities
We need to start using what nature has given us to improve the
life’s of the people that actually live in the coastal regions of the
Clyde
The Clyde coast is very under used in supporting employment of
its residents
Employment

Comments from “Not Sure” responders
I am not qualified to answer this question not knowing the whole
area well yet. This is not a case “not in my back yard” if i knew
more I would still be against fish farms on this scale anywhere
mankind should be finding ways to feed the growing works population by other means.
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There are more than enough existing fish farms in the region. The
focus needs to be on regulation not expansion. The Norwegian
government is now regulating their fish farms - hence the number
of Norwegian companies coming to Scotland, where the regulation is very lax. If fish are to be farmed, sites on land are the way
forward. The water can be filtered back into the sea with minimal
pollution. Am convinced that farmed fish will soon be classed
with battery hens and caged livestock. Sales will fall and the
market will collapse - but not before our environment has been
damaged beyond repair.
I dont know enough about entire area

tourism, recreation and restoration of natural habitats than shortterm commercial interests.
Pollution is my biggest concern
Because they don’t benefit local communities
Not until there is much more objective research and monitoring
and then only proportionate to the environment and economy.
They are harmful to the environment. We need to source our food
in a less polluting way.

The waters are too enclosed, and it is quite a populated area
Any fish farm in this area will have an impact on wildlife and pol- We don’t want the negative impact they haveo n the environlution of the entire Clyde
ment.
The Clyde Marine Region is home to seals, dolphins and otters,
The Clyde Marine Region should be protected from the encroachas well as welcoming whale pods and basking sharks among
ment of fish farms in order to preserve its historical qualities of a
other marine wildlife. Fish farming in the Clyde Marine Region
very special area for wildlife and also for all boating and shipping
will have a hugely detrimental effect on wildlife and in turn on
activities as a major navigational route. Fish farming in this area
tourism. No amount of jobs from fish farming could replace the
goes against every aspect listed in Argyll & Bute Council’s guideamount of businesses, people and families who rely on tourism
lines about suitable locations for fish farms.
and in the Clyde Marine Region. The sole beneficiary of fish farming in this region will be the company behind the farms.
Clyde marine region should focus on sustainable “eco” tourism,
walking, kayaking, swimming etc. wildlife sighting, eagles osFor the reasons already provided above. This area has a large
preys whales dolphins etc..
population and access to quiet and peaceful locations is very important. It is time that we understood that, rather like the CairnThe use of sonic deterrents will mean that the Clyde will become
devoid of porpoises, seals, dolphin and basking sharks.
53 gorms Connect project, there will be more long-term gain from

Comments from “No” responders

They impact marine life.
I’m against fish farming, wild fish is better for human health , I
don’t want to be eating all the hormones they did the fish for safe
them time and money!
Just because we CAN make salmon cheap doesn’t mean to say
that we should. These are live animals and at the very least need
to be treated with respect. Keep our salmon wild and expensive
and keep the brand of wild scottish salmon intact.
As above. In other countries fish farms are sited on land in enclosed tanks and utilizing the waste.
High marine traffic areas and high tourist areas therefore sensitive marine life needs to be protected and not further stressed.
I don;t think there should be fish farms anywhere......leave the
environment alone
The Clyde Marine Plan will stipulate proper regulation. Current
applicAtions to be submitted before this plan in place. Very devious
The most popular activities are general recreation, coastal walks,
visiting historic sites and visitor attractions, bird watching, sailing
and activities such as coastal drives/bus tours wildlife is a significant factor in recreation activities in the area
They would have a negative impact on wildlife, quality of resi-

dents life and tourism
Again as in the above answer A lot of money is spent promoting
tourism, a tourism based on the areas beauty. Why for the benefit
of a very few people, destroy that for the many. From the sailing
point of few its one of the mecca’s in as much as its sheltered, and
provides so many beautiful places to sail too.
Should be total ban on new farms and then extensive unbiased
scientific and economic impact assessment
I don’t think fish farming is good practice in any region because it
is an example of intensive farming which is harmful to the animals being farmed and to the environment.
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Question 15
DFF say that the South Bute fish farm will create 6 full time jobs.
If we consider that the employment of the two lobstermen who
currently work on/near the proposed site will be lost/impacted as
well as any impacts from the farm on the environment and tourism, do you think that employment should be a reason to put the
fish farm at Hawks Neb?

Comments from “Yes” responders
The employment of the two lobster men will not be affected by
this, at most they will not be able to place 1 or 2 pots at this location this would be of minimal impact
There is only one person working actually in Kilchattan bay and
he lives in Rothesay so any new jobs would be fantastic
Two jobs plus six more so that’s 9 jobs in an area with no major
industry that’s a no brainer
Believe me the Clyde is a vast area and we fishermen would just
move our area with little or no affect to our lives. We need to
encourage any opportunity to bring employment to the marine
industry’s as long as there’s strict guidelines in place
Also knock on effect to other parts of the area

Comments from “Not Sure” responders
The lobsterman are only working from Kilchattan Bay harbour
over the winter months, they set their pots in a variety of areas to
the south of the island.
There will be more jobs lost in the tourist and hospitality industry
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to see past the bottom line. This is a beautiful coastline, let’s keep
it that way and invest in tourism and marketing the simple beauty
Comments from “No” responders
of Scotland.
The impact on wildlife and thus tourism does not justify 6 jobs.
Unemployment is bad enough on the island and putting one of
The seas are polluted and over fished already we should not there- these atrocities nearby Will worsen this.
fore be adding to this stress. Fish farms have too much of an
environmental impact that people don’t see as its hidden beneath Drop in the ocean as far as employment numbers
the waves. There’s also the impact of fish escapes impacting what
local stock there is and the impact on other sea life is simply not
I have already mentioned this in previous question employment is
worth it
not a good enough reason
6 full-time jobs is nothing compared to the amount of business
There will be less jobs in the area than there is now if the fish
and in turn people and families the island will lose if these fish
farm comes. This is VERY obvious.
farms are allowed to go ahead. This island is just getting back on
its feet and businesses and organisations have worked tirelessly
6 isn’t a good enough reason.
to promote the island. A fish farm will undo all of that hard work
overnight, and for what...6 jobs????
These companies will try any trick to put a positive spin on their
proposed activities. I don’t for one moment believe their foreI am one of these fishermen! You will have a severe and negative
casts. In any case, there is no guarantee that any jobs that might
impact on my livelihood.
be created will go the local people, especially to those who live in
Kilchattan.
The monetary figures don’t balance.
Such a ridiculously small number of jobs compared to the potenThe West Island Way has only recently been established and as
tial of lost jobs which are marine or tourist related. And there is a
its reputation grows, so the opportunity to provide services for
high chance that the jobs will be filled by non-residents from the
visitors will be found. Would sustainably harvested lobster fishmainland.
ing not count more than unsustainable industrialised sea-farming
methods?
Create jobs that supprot sustainable tourism instead
Ridiculous disruption for effectively 4 jobs. Sometimes we all need
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It would be better to have the current fishermen who are sustainably fishing on a small scale rather than the very large scale that
is proposed
I have my doubts oner the number of proposed jobs. The lobster
men’s jobs should not be put in jeopardy for the profits of a big
business.
Absolutely not. The jobs within the tourism sector would also be
catastrophically impacted as no wants to go on holiday at a place
destroyed by a fish farm.
There will be a wider impact to the island as a tourist destination.
If you really have to farm fish in this inhumane and, frequently
unhealthy, way, why not choose an area that is already compromised. Why cause harm not only to the fish but also to local residents, local wildlife and the surrounding environment.
What employment? The impact on Bute will be negative
Self explanatory
I am willing to bet that it would be 6 jobs across all the fish farms.
Travelling between them to maintain them.
Not enough jobs to justify the detrimental impact on the environment.
FT Jobs unlikely to be “local”
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I think this figure is somewhat delusional...6 is not enough to
offset negative impact on tourism, wildlife, etc. Yes jobs are hard
to come by on Bute, but 6 is still a very small number - nowhere
near worth it. Anyway, they could go to someone living somewhere else!
It is not good employment....save the environment from this
What employment?
Its all for the greed of a few, and has nothing to do with employment.
We lose two jobs, my understanding is that fish farms don’t actually employ 6 local people in any case. Bute’s main industry is
tourism. Let’s do more to focus on that for employment and to
develop in other ways which don’t effect the marine environment.
No I think there are many ways of giving far more than 6 jobs!
The lobster fishermen have a precedent surely! Their form of
fishing (creels) is very low impact compared to an industrial fish
farm. Job creation is not a good enough excuse for polluting a
beautiful area that already supports two families.

